
CROSS ROADS SPORT SHOOTING ASSOCIATION, LLC 
CRSSA RANGE RULES 

 
 

GUNS MUST BE CASED or bagged and UNLOADED.      
 
COLD RANGE:  No loaded firearms allowed until you are on the firing line.        
 
EYE AND EAR PROTECTION REQUIRED 
 
GUESTS / VISITORS: must sign a waiver/ release  
 
CHILDREN MUST BE SUPERVISED and must stay with guardian AT ALL TIMES!    
 
PROHIBITED! Alcohol and drug use not allowed    
 
NO HUNTING!      
 
KEEP FINGER OFF TRIGGER until ready to shoot.    
 
KEEP FIREARMS pointed DOWN RANGE        
 
GUN RACKS: Use gun rack, lead sled or lie gun on table. Do not prop guns against table or items where it 
might slide off.      
 
KNOW YOUR TARGET and what is beyond.  All bullets MUST ENTER A VERTICAL BERM OR 
BACKSTOP!        
 
TARGETS MUST BE HUNG in front of or on blackboards where vertical berm has been built for bullet 
impact.        
 
NEVER HANDLE FIREARMS while people are down range.      
 
BRING YOUR OWN target and staple gun.    
 
PERMISSION ONLY! International and Shotgun ranges are not for general use.      
 
STEEL PLATES: Do not shoot steel plates with a rifle, magnum caliber, buckshot or slug! While shooting with 
pistol, DO NOT stand any closer than 10 yards.    
 
BLACK BOARDS: DO NOT shoot blackboards with shotgun!!          
 
UNLOAD & CLEAR FIREARM before going down range. Remove magazine /clip, unload firearm, leave bolt 
open and insert safety indicator or flag      
 
RANGE CLOSED: General range use is not allowed during scheduled matches or match set up. At times, range 
closed day before major events for set up. Use with permission only.  
 
DANGER!  Pistol shooters: DO NOT shoot steel plates from a distance any closer than 24 feet.  Danger of 
bullet fragments        
 
HOURS:  No shooting before daylight or after dark!      



 
BRASS: PICK IT UP!! Containers for brass are available for your convenience      
 
QUESTIONS: PLEASE Contact us for any information not listed. If you don’t know, ASK!    
 
REPORT: Report any unethical or unsafe behavior, including damage to facility or equipment. You may report 
either directly or anonymously.  
 
 


